The Food Hub is a collaboration between the Intervale Center and local farmers. It began as a research project in 2007. Our goal was to identify the existing barriers and opportunities to increasing local food production and consumption and find appropriate solutions for moving local food forward in Chittenden County.

Today, The Food Hub links local farmers and the local marketplace by aggregating, marketing and distributing vegetables, fruits, meats, eggs, cheeses and specialty products. Our goal is to provide the local community with convenient access to high quality foods while returning a fair price to farmers. The Food Hub serves individuals, businesses, retailers, restaurants and institutions through a multi-farm community supported agriculture program (CSA) and through wholesale marketing and distribution.

By working together, farmers benefit by providing increased crop diversity and greater customer service that may not be possible with a single farmer. In addition, multiple farmers working together benefit from economies of scale in both marketing and distribution, allowing them more time to focus on production.

Through both the multi-farm workplace CSA and wholesale markets, the Food Hub is committed to marketing and delivering the highest quality local foods while ensuring that fair prices are returned to farmers.

For more details on participating farms and businesses, visit www.intervalefoodhub.com or contact Sona Desai at sona@intervale.org.
Meet the Food Hub Farmers
These 24 farms are the backbone of the Food Hub. Visit our website to find out more about each of them!

Adam’s Berry Farm — Burlington, Adam Hausmann

AH Mushrooms — Colchester, Amir Hebib

Arethusa Collective Farm — Burlington, Thomas Case and Benner Dana

Bella Farm — Burlington, Rachel Schattman and Kelli Brooks

Brotherly Farm — Brookfield, Craig and Angela Russell

Burnt Rock Farm — Huntington, Justin Rich

Champlain Orchards — Shoreham, Bill Suhr and Andrea Scott

Does’ Leap Farm — East Fairfield, Kristan Doolan and George van Vlaanderen

Dragonfly Sugarworks — Huntington, Paul Limberty and Jennifer Esser

The Farm Between — Jeffersonville, John and Nancy Hayden

Hazendale Farm — Greensboro, David Allen and Diana Griffiths

Jericho Settlers’ Farm — Jericho, Christa Alexander and Mark Fasching

Maple Wind Farm — Huntington, Bruce Hennessey and Beth Whiting

Maplewood Natural Organics — Highgate, Eric and Hannah Noel

Mount Mansfield Creamery — Morrisville, Stan Biasini and Debora Wickart

Open Heart Farm — Burlington, Rachel Daley and Josh May

Pitchfork Farm — Burlington, Eric Seitz and Rob Rock

Riverberry Farm — Fairfax, David Marchant and Jane Sorenson

Rockville Market Farm — Starksboro, Eric and Keenann Rozendaal

Screamin’ Ridge Farm — East Montpelier, Joe Buley

Stray Cat Flower Farm — Burlington, Diana Doll

Sugarsnap Farm — Burlington, Abbey Duke and Jen Miller

Valley Dream Farm — Cambridge, Anne and Joe Tisbert

Willow Hill Farm — Milton, Willow Smart and David Phinney